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INTRODUCTICN

The proposed “natural crutch” provides The natural crutch design is presented as anambulation assistance without the problems adjustable productwhich can be manufacturedassociated with arm-supported crutches. The and then distributed to a variety of users. Anewcrutch has an exoskeleton structure which proposal for a marketable prototype is intro-surrounds the disabled leg and carries the duced as a starting point for the new crutchuser's body weight while walking and standing. design. Results of a full scale simulatortest areThe load istransferredfromthe exoskeleton to used to determine areas requiring further de-the trunk of the body through a harness which velopment. All aspects of design attempt tolifts the pelvis on the impaired side. The include both engineering andindustrial design
intention is to simulate the internal skeIeton’s perspectives. Before the design can be dis-natural load distribution while compensating cussed, aformal problem definition and objec-for the impairment. tive must be outlined. These are presented in

the following sections.
Exoskeleton structures have been used
throughout the 20th century to provide support. for lower Iimb deformities [1]. Casts formed
from plaster, plastic, and plastic with steel
frames have helped to provide proper align-
ment and compensate for specific areas of
weakness. These orthotic devices require
custom fitting for the individual user and are
prosthetic in appearance. Short of full leg
length hip casts (which cannot be removed
each day), no exoskeleton products found to
date are designed to completely eliminate the
load carried by the impaired leg. Cases with
this requirement are generally fitted with some
type of arm-supported crutch.
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PROBLEM DEFINITION

Assistive devices similar to the arm-supported
crutch have been in use forover4500 years [2].
ls the design so evolved that it cannot be
improved? Attempts to do so have barely
altered the original support structure. Within
the past century engineers have produced
altematives to the oonventional crutch design.
Elbow crutches were introduced along with
crutches with rolling tip surfaces, shock
absorbers, and even gadgets that assist the
userto a standing position. The large array of
variations has yet to develop a truly unique
solution.

Crutch-assisted ambulation is physically diffi-
cult and requires a high energy output from the

. user. The effort involved has been equated to
moderate-to-heavy work such as jogging or
running [3]. There are many problems contrib-
uting to the high energy cost including excess
motion of the user’s body (in the vertical di- r
reason) and or rne onrrenee (in the lateral Figure i- Cenveriiienel Cruiehee
direction [4]). The gait is discontinuous and the
crutch tip can send a shock to the user as it
strikesthe ground. However, the largestenergy C*¤*9099 9909 *09 *999 09*9*9**)/ *9**90 9)/ 909
factor may be that the arms are used to support 9*99 9**09 P9*V*9Q**9*9 ¤P*9 *09 999*9*9* 9**9*9-eieedgreeierihenihey arg imgndgdtg Support This distribution of force causes an imbalance
Figure 1 ei-iewe e dieebied user gn eenven- between the forces on theimpaired side of the
iienei eru1ei1ee_ body and those on the unassisted side.
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Inthe first stage ofaswing-through crutch galt The second stage carries the body weight
the body weight is carried by the nonimpaired through the arms and transfers it up to the
leg. The second stage transfers the weight to peeterel girdlg, Arms are net intended te carry
the arms as the body swings through the such a large load and several problems can
9*9*9**99 [6]- $99 *:*99*9 2 99*9W- develop. Once problems arise, it's common for

the user to rest the crutches under the arms to
avoid damaging the arms further. This area is
very delicate and large forces can cause more
damage. Common pathologies related tocrutch
use include stress fractures, nerve damage,
joint degeneration, aneurism and blood clots
[8,9,10].

$*999 9**9 $*999 *W9 Thecumbersome nature ofcrutches introduces
additional concerns:

*:*99*9 2- $*9999 9* $W***9‘****999** $9** 1. The swing motion increases the chances of
catching on obstacles in the path.

***9 *9*99 99***99 9Y ***9 *99 *** 9*999 9**9 *9 2. There isapossibility of slipping onimpact of
carried to only one side ofthe pelvis. Overtime the ehjteh tte
this one sided force can tilt the pelvis and 3_ The appearahee js pfggthgtjc and aaa-
S&Cl'Um, *Ol’C*l'lQ **18 spine to COlTlp8f*S8*6 thgtically jmpgt·$gna|_(*:*99*9 3)- 4. The user must find out-of-the-way storage

eateach destination.
Perhaps the most debilitating factor of crutch

s;
<@

A ambulation is the occupation of the user’s
gi ^ " " arms. There is no way to carry objects or work.-Q T T T

°‘ ‘“
T with the hands while using crutches.

T T Possible harm to the user along with the many
- difficulties associated with conventional

crutches indicate a need for an improved de-
*:*99*9 3- $9***9* $9***99**99**9** *9*9 sign. The natural crutch project seeks to in-

'lilted Sacrum vestigate a new solution while retaining the
attnbutes of arm·supported devices.

When muscle patterns develop to support the
tilted structure, the spine can become perma-
nently deformed [7].



OBJECTIVE

The objective of the natural crutch is to elimi- 3. Easy to Maintain
nate the problems encountered with arm- The crutch should be easy to clean,adjust, and
supported crutches by developing a device require few repairs.
which compensates for the impaired leg and
followsthe natural biomechanics ofthe skeletal 4. Aesthetically Desirable
system. The appearance should be complementary to

the user (just as a good pair of eyeglasses 1
The initial design objective is to provide an complement an individual’s image).
assistive device for the most extreme case of
disibilty: a leg which cannot handle any load 5- *°*8*/*88 8 C8*******l8¤8 @8**
end must be eempletely eeppetted end pte- Ambulation should not require excess energy
tected. From this product future developments 8***8*** **8*** ***8 **88*- A 88******ll8*l8 98** 8**8*/*·
can aocountforvariationsinthe user's abilities. 8*88 8**8*9)/ */*/88*88 8)/ V8l‘**88* 888)/ ***888
A specialized crutch may be required for each **l·l8**J8**8**8• 8********9 ***8 9*8****8 **8*8- 8**8 8><·
dlffgygnt type gf dleeell;ty_ cess motion of the assistive device.

6. Easy to Manufacture
Conventional crutches are adjustable, easy to
manufacture, and inexpensive (approximately

1. lersyidra lercper Load oislriburicn $58 per eeir ll ll)- The new ernten nluel inein-
Tna new crurcn should carry ins lcad usually fein e 8*******8- eelilleteble deeien lle eenleele ler
taken by the disabled limb. The force needs to ***8 88***8 ***8***8*-load the pelvis the same way the femur would
transfer the force; allowing the trunk of the 7- $8*8 8**8 **8**8***8
body to balance on each side while walking or The lleer rnueileel edeeuelelv enleeened ei ell
Standing times. All wear on parts should be measurable

and correctable for continuous performance.
2. Easy to Use
The crutch should be easy to put on and take
off without assistance. lt should also allow the
user aocessibility to the environment including
the ability to stand, walk, sit, and climb stairs.
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AESTHETIC CONSIDERATIONS

One additional objective ofthe “natural crutch" High quality products are developed from
is to remove any prosthetic, intimidating ap- integrating the best of both worlds. Examples
pearance. Assistive devices like crutches be- of this team approach are seen today in the
come part ofthe user’s personality. This project automobile industry. Top of the line vehicles
will attempt to present a piece of apparatus such as Lamborgini, Porsche, and Jaguar are
which is pleasing to look at; not prosthetic. the results of design teams working for both

form and function.
An optimal design situation covering all of the
objectiveswill involve input from many different Formally (in the architectural sense), the con-
perspectives. Unfortunately, the separate cept which the crutch design will follow is this:
worlds of industrial design and engineering
have difficulty working with one another. lf an object ls designed wlth a

complete understanding of lt’s function,
This separation of design schools was not lt wlll be formally exceptlonal.
always the case. Prior to the Italian Renais-
sance, apprenticeship in the building crafts This concept can be seen with the design of
was used to train architects (industrial design high technology sports equipment. Over the
as it has been referred to in this paper falls years technology has developed a high level
underthe school of architecture). This devel- understanding of the equipment’s purpose.
oped practical engineering knowledge with an For instance, the modern golf club is an aes-
understanding of what arrangements would thetic wonder. Decades of evolution have
work and what would not work. Then the refined the understanding of it’s function and
Renaissance drew architects into a revolution developed an excellent piece of equipment.
in the world of art where a theoretical approach
became the popular attitude. This separated The best examples of highly evolved design
the architects from the craftsmen and special- and it’s formal consequences are seen in na-
ized the fields of architecture and engineering. ture. Animal and plant life forms are evolved
By the eighteenth century, educational institu- with a complete understanding of function and
tions were developed to instruct the engineers environmental interaction. Life forms of any
and architects in different schools [12]. type demonstrate architectural excellence.
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One reason for poor development of assistive The crutch assists the user in interacting with
devices in the past is the public idea that they his or her environment. The person’s actions
are charity. The stereotype ofthe handicapped within the environment (walking, standing, sit-
being given charitable help accompanies the ting, etc.) as well as the environments affects
idea that “beggars can’t be choosers." Today, on the apparatus, must betaken into consider-
things arechanging with agrowing conscience ation. These effects may include wear on
of the rights of the disabled. As the disabled parts, pathway obstructions, and social inter-
achieve more rights, the devices made for actions. Focusing onjustthe apparatus would
them will be chosen, not given charitably. not provide the overall picture of the user-
Manufacturers will need to apply normal mar- apparatus-environment interaction.
keting strategies. This includes developing
quality products which are appealing to their
consumers.

Designers will need to understand the per-
spective of the disabled user. As one engineer
says “devices become an extension of the
user’s self-perception [13].” An able·bodied
person gets an understanding of this when
they are choosing frames foreyeglasses. They
spend a great deal of time with this decision
because eyeglasses have such a large
impression on their self-image.

Since the purpose of the natural crutch is to
augment the user’s leg, the design is based on
complementing the human form. The crutch
must supply external support and therefore is
controlled by the outside surface of the leg. lt
can be viewed as a projection of the surface
area of the leg, foot, and hip regions. This
relationship between userand assistive device
is very similar to a piece of clothing. An ideal
solution might be similar to a pair of pants;
simply pulled on over a leg which requires
assistance.
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THE USER

The natural crutch could be worn bymanypeople
who have the capabilities and need to

use it. There are several abilities which are This section investigates what knowledge is
required of a person when using the new available about the permanently disabled
design. These include: populations which might usethe natural crutch.

The disabled population in America isconstantly
— Astrong sense ofbalance-walking requires changing in number. Due to the amount of
feedbackfromthe legs andfeetto help balance information needed to describe any single
and propel forward. This feedback is reduced person’s Iimitations, it is difficultto get accurate

_ while wearing the crutch. data on any large scale. Accounting for health
conditions, functlonal abilities, anddemographic

— An unimpaired leg capable of walking - only information makes it more impossible still. Even
one leg can wear the crutch; the other must ifthisinformation could be compiled accurately,
walk normally. it would be obsolete before it could be used.

—The abilityto propeltheimpaired leg forward Market research and political polling are the
-thiscan bedone eitherby muscularcontraction primary resources of information on a national
or by rotating the body. level. Neither of these reach outto collect data

on the disabled public. There are some groups
— The ability to withstand contact points ofthe attempting to assemble a database of the
crutch -the crutch must center itselfon the leg physically and mentally limited [14]. These
with supports; the axial forces should be include the:
minimal.

National Center for Health Statistics
The new design should be able to help those Social Security Administration
who are unable to apply pressure to one oftheir (they have statistics on certain groups
legs. This may include user‘s with short term who receive income through the SSA,
disabilitles such as broken bones, severe it is not a good cross-section)
strains, or surgical recuperation. lt may also Bureau of the Census
assist those with chronic conditions such as Rehabilitation Services Agency.
permanent injurles, minor deformities, or ag-
gravated jolnts. In the future the design prin-
ciple may be adapted to assist those with less
severe impairments.
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Date eelleeted by these greups is eeerdinated All surveys referred to in thisdiscussion did not There is an additional area to address when
and published by ether erganizatiens such as include institutionalized people. This lmplles COnSldel’lng the user. The actual number of
the: that all people in hospitals, nursing homes, etc. people taking advantage of rehabilitation

are not included in the data. A significant technology is very low. In 1972 the Social
Committee on Demographic Statistics percentage ofthe handicapped population may Security Administration study reported only
National Institute for Disability and be left out due to this practice. 25% of handicapped ages 16 to 64 had any

Rehabilitation Research type of rehabilitation. A 1980 Census Bureau
Presidents Cemmittee en the Empleyment gf The National Institute on Disability and Reha- study in Richmond found this number to only

Peeple with [)isabi|ities_ bilitation Research conducted surveys from be 16%[13]. Possible reasonsforsuch limited
1983 - 1985. The average of the results for use could be:

These erganizatiens were able te eenduet those years found that 45.2 people out of every
surveys through the 70's and early 80’s on 1000 have an impairment of the lower they may not see any possible benefit from
topics associated with disabilities. Since that extremities [15]- rehabilitation
time, federalcutbacks have strongly limitedthe those receiving compensation want their
apitttyte eellegt, sen, and dtstnpetetntdtmat1dn_ lt is quite difficultto find information which gives condition to appear as bad as
This investigation will have to rely on statistics 891/ l¤9l981l9l'• 91 Severlty 91 lmP¤lVm9¤1S- 9V PO$$lb19
up to 20 years old. functional abilities. This information is needed finances - not much money is allocated for

by designers in the rehabilitation field to un- rehabilitation assistance
The Cengressienal Research Serviee sutveyed derstand user’s abilities. These factors will be they may have difficulty getting
Americans in 1976 and 1977 td measute the taken into account as the designing and mar- transportation to services
prevalenee ef certain types ef impattments keting of rehabilitation devices change. many physicians do not encourage
Those permanently disabled which might use rehabilitation.
the natural crutch would be found in the lower
extremity handicap category. These are listed Oncethe disabled population is educated about
below in Table 1 [14]. the benefits of rehabilitation and assistive de-

vices, the market will grow to meet their needs.

Table 1. Findings of the Congressional Research Service

Impairment: Age
Lower Extremity
Hndica All fZ 1-44 4-64 65+

Total 7147 1124 2491 1914 1618
Male 3643 634 1466 951 592
Female 3503 490 1025 963 1025

All numbers are in thousands of persons
8



EXOSKELETON DESIGN
The new crutch design follows the natural lf needed, higher strength thermoplastics are
model provided by the internal skeleton. lt available from medical equipment suppliers.
applies a balancing force to the pelvis on the The strongerthe plastic, the higherthe required
side of the impaired leg. The hip and buttock molding temperature.
regions are suspended by a harnessdelivering
aforce up throughthetrunk, replacing the load Each of the pieces for the crutch design are
normally applied by the leg. presented in this section. Dimensions for the

components are not specified as they may
The hamess is supported by the exoskeleton change with future developments. The
structure surrounding the impaired leg. The appendixcontainscalculationsfordetermining
structure extends below the foot and secures many of the component dimensions.
the shoe. The leg is suspendedinthe exoskel- Spreadsheets showing possible dlmensions
eton andtheloadiscarried upthe outside shell; are set up to change along with the design
bypassing the impairment. specifications.

The overall shape ofthe exoskeleton shell is an Before the individual pieces ofthe exoskeleton
extension of the leg’s surface. lt’s structure is were determined, the overall look of the crutch
based on sequencing strong vertical members on the leg was investigated. lt is this complete
on opposite sides of the leg to carry the load. picture which determines how the user is per-
These pieces together compose a steel frame ceived when wearing the device. The design
capable of carrying the user's body weight. process is continued by attempting to match

the desired image with a functional set of
The steel members are held in place by ther· components. This procedure partlally compro-
moplastic sheets molded to the shape of the misesthe premise ofdeveloping agood design
leg. One eighth inch sheets of North Coast by completely understanding the crutch's
Medical Clinic thermoplastic stand up to 185 function. As the design evolves, a better un-
psi [16]. Once the plastic is heated to 150 derstanding of the function can be integrated .
degrees F in a hot water bath, the sheet is into the process. Eventually through iteration,
easilyformedtothedesired shape. Onegeneral the ideal statement "If an object is designed

· shape should fit a wide range of sizes; there with a complete understanding of it's function,
should be no need for custom shaping. Upon it will be formally exceptional" can be realized.
cooling the plastic regains it's rigidity while
remaining in the moldedposition.9
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Figure 4. Original Exoskeleton Progression

The oonceptuel drewings of the netoret crutgh and tibia when the knee flexes. These ideas were applied to building a steeles an extension of the tegs sbrteee arg Shown frame which contributed to testing the natural
here in Figure 4. The internet sketeton gf The third drawing includes the anterior section crutch concept. This frame was useful in
Figure 4a providesamodel forastrong support of the shell. The thermoplastic pieces form a altering the concepts to a new proposal for a
configuration. Vertioel members of the natural unit with the steel frame which can be easily workable design. The following sections dis-
crutch were based on the internet mooet to placed on the leg. Posterior thermoplastic cuss each piece of the proposed design and
simulate the skeleton's purpose eno strength_ pieces can then be snapped into place on the explain their contributionsto the overall crutch.
This is seen in Figure 4b as the shapes of the thigh and calf areas to secure the exoskeleton. A more in depth look at the testing frame is
supports followthe shapes ofthe pelvis, temur Shown here in figure 4d along with a cover for offered following the descriptions of the crutch
and tibia. The two points of rotation at the knee U19 k¤99 ]¤ll'•* @@8- ¢°mP¤¤9¤T$-
correspond to the rotation centers of the femur
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The base ofthe support structure must be solid have the pieces fit closertogetherand a longer
enough to withstand the motion of the walking leg could extend them farther apart.
gait and the weight of the users body. This is
especially the case at the foundation because The interface chosen forthe crutch is a simple
any instability will be passed on to the upper series of interlocking grooves on each of the
frame and magnified (the upper support is i frame units. The ridges provideasmall unit of
secured by it'sattachmenttothe lowersupport). adjustment, allowing a precise fit.
Therefore, a single unit is used to encompass
the ankle and foot region. One drawback of this shape is the

manufacturability. The shape could be cut and
Figure 5 illustrates the U-shaped metal piece milled from sheet metal but it would be very
which surrounds the shoe and lower end of the difficult dueto thethicknessdifference between
users leg. ldeally, one part would continue the upper and lower regions. This thickness
from the inside of the knee joint all the way would not be necessary through the lower
around to the outside ofthejolnt. ltwould need section around the foot. The additional steel
to measure exactly the correct length for the would only add weight and bulk to the crutch.
user and this would be quite an expensive The best option may be to cast the part orweld
arrangement; requiring either a custom fit or a pieces together.
very wide range of available sizes. Since this
is not economically viable,the frame is divided The shapes of the curves through the lower
into three units to provide adjustable lengths. region attempt to minimize the perceived size
The lower U-shaped base, and two extensions of the metal unit. The curves are continuous
which continue up to the knee joint. with no sharp angles to roughen the appear-

ance. The shape follows the taper of the foot
The interface between the U-shaped base and at the front and the angle of the heel towards
the extensions must provide adjustment in the rear. Rounded edges are used at the 90
small intervals for an accurate fit. Several degree bend between the base and the up-
options were considered for a sliding type of rights (each ofthe crutch components attempts
arrangement; whereashorter lower leg would to follow the smooth curves of the human

form).

Figure 5. Lower Leg Support
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?

One of the alternatives considered interlocks
‘—t

Q S)
rectangular units from the upperextension and lt Q .
corresponding openings on the flanged sides lt Q Q
of the lower piece; shown here in Figure 6a. lt Q Q
The cavities continue farther back along the x lt tl _axisthan the rectangles so that the back of the Q ° _ -t-ho bon ot ootuotmoht wtn also bg o btobtombasa °°_'n°S'n°°ntam_w'tntn° 0xt°nS'°n' Wnn Q . The closer the holes are together, the weakeran the length will be where no overlap occurs. lf
n”'m'°n can mS°_n° nS°dt° k°°ptn0n‘ 'n p'a°°· the size of the holes is increased, this alsoT¤·S_¤¤¤f·¤¤i¤¥·¤¤ 'S 'n°'° s=¤m¤!·<=¤t¤¤ tnan weakensthe structure;thoughlarge diameterstn° ndgms and nd°°S nm 0m"m“’nntn0 San‘° are necessary to increase the resistance toprecision. ll the rectangles are made small for /„ shear.greater precision, then they can be easily 0dan‘a9°d· Tn'S anan9°'n°nt a'S° °"p°S0S Q 0 Q Friction alone was also considered as an op-rouoh edges where the two steel members Q 0 S/" tion between the adjustable parts. The natured°nt °"°nap· ä 0 0 0 of walking sends a repetitive shock·type force_ _ _ _ _ Q 0 , 00 up through the axis between the pieces. ThisFigure 6b nllustrates an additional option forthe 0 Q 0 0 Cound boootbty jon tho oohhoottoh; wookohtholower frame structure. lt involves drilling se- 0 00 tho Sthtototo_quences of holes in adjoining piecesthen bolting 0 Q 0 0m n"m‘ng tn° Unns tm-Qmnm m tn° apP'°pnfm° l 0 0 One advantage forall ofthe alternatives forthis‘°ngtn· Wnn an aPm[°n p'm°ad· tn's °m'°n 0 piece isthatthey are designed to be cut from aalso makes use of tnction. However, the many 0 bhttotm piece ot Shoot meta'.holes required for adjustability will weaken the I 0
Frama and The interlocking grooves provide the simplestn 'S 'n_an _°’n°n0°n p°S'n°n· ^'S°· n nvms am solution without the aesthetic, adjustability,used ltwlll be dlfflcultto adjust the crutch fora oho Sttohoth btobtotho caused by tho othotdifferent size. obttohS_
Note: When choosing a fastener which will
receive a shear load, a heat expanded rivet is 0preferable to a bolt. The rivet expands to ·"
completely fill the hole; providing a more
evendistributionofforce than a bolt-type connection

1 .[ 7]
Figure 6. Lower Leg Support Altematives
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The interlocking extension pieces for the U-
shaped base continue up to the knee joint.
Figure 7 is a front, side, and back view of the
right side lower leg piece. A matching piece ls
used for the left side with the ridges on the
opposite side. The piece isthickerwhere there
are ridges than at the flat section leading to the
joint. As the thickness narrows, the width of the
shape increases to maintain a strong cross
section.

Surrounding the hole for the joint is a circular
array of ridges to help lock the knee at the
correct angle. The complicated textures and
shapes forthese pieces make casting the most
vlable means of production.

xlp
¤<

_

"-=
';
l ____l
Il

2
_

i
Front Back

Figure 7. Right Side Lower Leg Extension
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Afterthe correct length forthe lower leg section
C has been determined, the pieces must be

secured together. This is accomplished with a
I 0 three sided rectangular assembly which en-

compassesthe frontand sides ofthe overlapped
Q frame section (Figure 8). Holes, drilled and

g tapped along the center line of plane A, are
‘spaced0.8 inches apart. Each hole is for a set

screw which applies pressure to the unit and
holds it together. A designated load can be

9 applied at each screw to maintain a strong
juncture. The set screws are relatively large in

‘ 0 diameter, 3/16 of an inch, to provide a more
even distribution of force.

lnterlocking sections ofthe frame are designed
to slide apart for a tall user and together for a

0 shorter user. For this reason, the grooved
lengths have been designed straight so the

" relative position between the knee and foot is
not disrupted when different sizes are fitted.
This linear section deviates from the concep-
tual drawing modelled afterthe curved internal
skeleton.

For even the tallest person, an overlapping
section must be maintained forstability between
the upper and lowersections. The overlapping
distance can be determined once the cross
sectional dimensions are specified. The box
shaped assembly can be secured on this in-
terlocking segment.

Exploded lsometric View Side View F

Figure 8. Securing Assembly
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The securing assembly is also used to connect
the thermoplastic pieces which attach the left
and right sides of the frame. The molded
thermoplastic is riveted right onto plane C of
the assembly (see Figure 9). Holes drilled for
the rivets are Iaid out in a zig zag pattem. They
are dri Iled so that the rivets are recessed on the
inside of the rectangular shaft. The rivetsthenlie

flush with the platethatthe frame presses up
against. This is needed to avoid uneven force g
distribution or twisting of the lower leg unit. Ä

'
One assembly on each side of the legattachesthe

anterior thermoplastic shell in place.

Posterior thermoplastic pieces are also con- /
nected along the securing assembly. These ,,
sheets are riveted to a thin metal band which
A,runsalong the inside surface ofthe plastic from 4/"

'
one side to the other. The metal band hinges ____ _ _ __
,5:*onthe securing box on the outside of the leg. "“°'
Figure 9 shows the hinge and connecting metal /
band. They are welded together with enough
space between the forms to let the rear form „
swing open freely. The hinge can also be

'
welded right onto the securing assembly. This
hinge allows the thermoplastic piece to remain ,

’

~

F
attached to the crutch and still swing open for , , "transfer in and out. _ ______, - · "
Thiswayoffastening the plasticformsconceals
the inner frame structure. The original image
as developed in the conceptual drawings
(Hgure 4) is still maintained. The curve of the
leg is expressed through the plastic covering.

Figure 9. Hinge for Posterior Thermoplastic Form l
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The other side of the plastic form is connected
to the assembly on the inside of the leg. lt is
attached with a clasp which the user can open
when taking the crutch off. Shown here in
Figure 10. lt is located on the inside of the
legbecausethis area is easier to reach than the Ö
outside of the leg.

The same lever based principle is used in |
many fastening situations. Tool chests,trunks,and

ski bindings all make use of this
l arrangement. lt is simple to open and close

and it is difficult to aocidentally unlock. Due to /
the scraping motion of the insldes of the Iegs „_
while walking, it maybebest to design alockfor 1 ‘=:;_
the clasp. The angle of the leg in the crutch "=s==__ _‘
should avoid any safety hazards if the fastener l ‘ ‘*"‘
should open inadvertently, however, it may
cause unforeseen problems.

Each thermoplastic sheet is lined with strips of ‘ ‘\
velcro hooks (they are easily purchased with a
peel away adhesive backing). Foam padding
can then be velcroed in place to adjust the
correct circumference size for each person. -,___,--
One quarter inch layers of padding each have
strips of velcro loops on one side and hooks on
the other. A user with a smaller leg can use
several pieces of foam and vice versa (with
only one layer of foam, the circumference is
decreased by over 2 1/2 inches). The foam Figure 10. Fastener for Posterior Thermoplastic Form
provides a comfortable interface and helps to
center the crutch on the leg. lt is assumed that a crutch user would not like attention because of the contrast. A dark blue

to attract attention to the device. Attention to color has been chosen for development of the
Choosing a color for the thermoplastic pieces any garment can be mlnimalized by darkening natural crutch image. This image is seen on
is similar to deciding what color pants to wear. the color. Black would be the best option for the tilte page. The versatillty and popularity of
lnthiscase,the pants (color) cannotbechanged this purpose, however, it can be construed as the color is obvious from the wide use of "blue
on a daily basis. This requires a color which is morbid. Also, any color very different from the jeans" thoughout the population.
adaptable to different situations and moods. rest of the user's wardrobe will draw more

1 6



(
The user’s own shoe is used to provide correct accept the clamps yet solid enough to maintain outside of the support to make sure there is
positioning, foot support, and protection (pro- it’s general shape, and the sole must have a nothing to catch on obstacles inthe path. They
vided the impairment does not restrict shoe base thick enough to hold the clamps. Most rotate but do not move forward or back. This
wear). lt can be secured right inte the U- standard tannls Sh¤9S meet th9S9 r9Q¤lr9· causes the clamps which have tapped holesto
shaped frame; allowing the user some control ments. extend forward or pull back along the Iateral
overtheirappearance. Figure 1 1 demonstrates axis.
from the top view a set of clamps which adjust One clamp is rounded forthe arch area and the
laterally to hold the sole of the shoe. The otheristapered forthe outside blade ofthe foot Another option to secure the shoe might be to

sole with a sharply knurled edge. a normal stance). With two different screws in base. This would damage the shoe and make
each clamp these angles can be adjusted to it difficult to readjust ifa change is required.

Only shoes with certain characteristics will the individual shoe. The screws are held in
secure the crutch. The shoe must: have a place by the uprights of the U-shaped support. The same problems oocurifthe base isthreaded
cutout region at the arch, be soft enough to The heads of the screws lie flush with the through the sole the way many orthotics are

secured [18]. Soft soled shoes would be too
difficult to cut the sole and position and hard

.. soles would require an additional piece placedE H ~ under the shoe. lt would be necessary tocustomize a shoe each time a user was fitted,
eliminating almost all temporary users.

Originally, the U-shaped base was designed to
fit inside the shoe of the user. Though it would
be difficult to fit a shoe around such a bulkyframe it seemed to be the ideal solution. After
attempts to walk with the testing frame with an
under the heel support, it was discovered that
the support must arise from the center of the
foot. Within the shoe, the supports could only

t _ arise from underthe heel (where the hole is cut‘ out forthe ankle). This configuration is similar
to a person walking on their heels. The body is. 1 ' out of balance and the center must lean back to

H

compensate.

Figure 11. Clamps for Securing the Shoe
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Bu.b¤eLS.¤Le
The flat metal base of the frame does not
provide a comfortable walking surface. The
metal would quickly wear away on the ground,
make a clanking sound, and give a strong jolt
up the exoskeleton as it strikes the ground. To
avoid these problems a hard rubber sole is
screwed onto the base of the frame (Figure
12).

Five holes are drilled in across pattem through
the metal plate to secure all sections of the
sole. The screws are dropped down through
the steel and into the rubber. The flat screw
heads are recessed until level with the plate ®
surface to avoid interference with the shoe.

The dimensions of the rubber sole are one
pyeighthof an inch shorterthan the steel base on Q
2eachofthefoursides. This allowstheframeto
’protectthe unsecured edges so that they do _ _)
2notsnag or open a gap. y.,i·.—.,222 Q ‘
A rounded surface allows a smooth rolling \\ ® _. .24 (
motion while stepping with the crutch. The
;.:jQf¥?.”22hardrubber material acts as a shock absorber NQ **2 A
and a measurable wearing surface which can
be easily replaced. Figure 12. Hard Rubber Sole

Soles are available in variable thicknesses for lt is suggested that a black colored rubber be
users with different foot sizes. Those with a used for the sole. Black does not attract
longer foot will require a higher sole to avoid attention the way lighter colors will and it can
rolling into the user’s toes while walking. minimize the appearance of the base.
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The exoskeleton frame fromthe kneeto the hip The thigh support can take advantage of the An important difference between the upper
on the outside of the leg must transmit the same interlocking ridge configuration used by and lower regions is the diminishing space on
entire weight of the body up to the hip piece. the lower support. lt also has the same ther- the inside of the Iegs. The thighs grow closer
Figure 13 shows the long connection between moplastic requirements as the lower leg area. togetherthe farther up the leg the exoskeleton
the joints. is located. For this reason, the inside thigh

Steel members carry the same general con- member is not adjustable. A single size sup-
figuration withthewidth increasing asthethick- port should provide the stability necessary for
nessdecreases. The grooves around the knee a wide range of sizes. The securing assembly
joint are located on the inner side. This is can then be made thinner and secured up or
because the thigh member attaches on the down the piece depending onthe length ofthe
outside of the knee to allow the additional user's thigh.
space needed for the larger leg portion.

Any fraction of the load travelling up the frame
The uppersection ofthethigh support attaches pieces of the inside of the leg must transfer to
on theinside ofthe hip piece. By arranging the the outside thigh support. Where the inside
frame in this way, the belt and hip piece help to thigh support stops, the securing assembly
secure the thigh support next to the body. should transfer the load through the thermo-

plastic component over to the outside frame
There are no sharp corners on the vertical piece. lfthisconfiguration is not strong enough
support pieces. The ends have been rounded to carry the force, a metal band connected to
to visually flow into the next component (see each of the securing boxes on the thigh sup-
the knee joint in Figure 13). ports will handle the load (this isthe case inthe

testing frame). The band can be attached
4 The lower end of the thigh suppport is slanted underneath the plastic component without al-

downward slightly. Figure 7 shows how the tenng the crutch appearance.
Figure 13. Upper Leg Frame Piece lowersupport atthe knee joint is slightly angled

upward. This assures that the anterior edge of
the pieceswill still overlapwhen thejoint is held

Like the lower leg steel members, the thigh in a flexed postition. lf they do not overlap, a
piece can incorporate adjustable sliding parts gap occurs, breaking the continuous appear-
through the long straight region. The natural ance of the exoskeleton shell. This problem
curve of the femur projection has been re- could besolved byevenlyroundingthe support
placed with this straight region foradjustability. around the joint hole. This type of connection l
The straight lines present an artificial look is pictured in Figure 13 at the hipjoint. Notice,
which detracts from the natural curves of the it is not as continuous as the knee segment. lt
human form. This is also the case through the may be best to incorporate a similar design at
lower leg region. the hip region.
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Originally, the frame piece next to the hip .
I

region was an external representation of the
pelvis. The shape of the support resembling
the side view of the iliac projection. Several I I
options wereconsidered to supportthehamessI I

Äfrom the side of the body this way includingthe_ ·
configuration in Figure 14. Testing, however, D I : E
found the pull on the soft tissues inside the I I
thigh to be very uncomfortable. A new way of The new hip piece of the steel frame wraps I I
suspending the hamess was developed. partially around the waist to support the har- Flat I I

ness. The odd triangular shape of the piece is - - - - - - -7cut from a piece of sheet metal. Figure 15 A O I A
showsthe original shape andthe formed shape. I I. The triangular region provides a vertical‘ component of support at the cantilevered‘

d section where the hamess is suspended.
To compensate forthe contour of the body, the
top section is bent inward at a 15 degree angle
around axis A - A'. Sections D and E are then

‘

rolled lnward to follow the curve of the body, Shaped
leaving the central region flat.

’

The slanted angle at the front of the hip piece
helps to slip the hamess loop into place. The
angle is continued with the belt arrangement to FIQUIQ 15. Hip Pieceavoid a single, out of place, slant. lt is also used
to balance the inward slope of the hip piece
without the need to be symmetrical. Since the
hip piece and buckle will be in dilferent positions
for different slzed users, it is not possible to
design asymmetrical arrangement. If a vertical
orientation is used (as in Hgure 16) it will only

Figure 14, Original I-Ierpeee Suppen look appropriate if the vertical lines are
symmetrical around the person's center line. 5

Figure 16. Vertical Buckle Orientation
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Afterthe hamess is slipped onto the frame,the connect the belt and frame. lt allows asimple the belt is secured to the center bar of the
belt is fastened to secure the upper portion of attachment forthe user which eliminates com- buckle while the hooking bar simply wraps the
the exoskeleton. The belt connection at the plicated mechanisms that can break. The slot belt around a belt loop. As the buckle slides
rear section of the hip piece can be riveted. lt in the frame piece does not interfere with the along the belt it lengthens or shortens the belt
can remain permanently attached so it does hamess slipping into place. Other attach- length.
not get separated from the crutch. Any pieces ments required protruding pieces which make
which separate completely would be at risk of it difficult to put the hamess on. Atop view with Different materials areused forthebelt surfaces.
getting lost or put in an unprotected place. the belt and front view ofthe connection without The outside shell is made of woven polyester

the belt is shown in Figure 17. strands for strength (similar to seatbelts in
The belt connection at the front section of the _ _ _ _ cars). The inside which is next to the user
hip eieee needs to ba easy to fasten and Different warst sizes can be adlusted by consists of a padded cotton surface. Verticaleejuezeeie for different wels: sizes. A hook- eltdlne the buekle elene the belt- The end et padded seetaene at two inch intervals allow air
ing bar was chosen over other options to flow through the region for the user’s comfort.

Front View

-.—•Top View
Figure 17. Belt Connection and Buckle
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It is important for the loop of the harness to
hang along the vertical axis where the ischium
protrudes. Hgure 18showsthe ischium position
with respect to the outside hip region. This is
thecorrect position to lift the body and maintain
balance. Since different population sizes re-
quire a different distance x, the position where
the harness hangs can be adjusted in two L
ways: “ M7?‘$
1)The cantilevered region rests at
approxi-matelya 3 degree angle pointing down toward F \the hipjoint. This encouragesthe harness loop ‘

'

,
to slide to the outside as far as possible. Since f

·

l
the cantilever cross section increases in size i J,

. toward the hip joint, the loop will stop at the last
position it fits around. Therefore, the harness
position can be adjusted by changing the size
of the loop.

2)The inside curve of the hip piece must be
secured against the user’s hip in a comfortable 7Lmanner. Foam cutouts can easily be velcroed
onto the inside curve to cushion the frame.
Foam pieces can be layered to a larger Figure 18. lschium Lifting Position
thickness to decrease the distance x for users
requiring a smaller cantilever.

These measures may not be required for
positioning inthefinal design. Once thetesting
frame hamess is placed in the correct postition
it does not move while walking or standing.
The pull from the weight of the body maintains
an adequate friction force between the harness
and frame to avoid slipping. However, the two
ways of positioning the hamess may be used
for finding the correct position each time the
user puts on the crutch.
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lzlamass
The harness itself consists of two straps: one ,
vertical strap which hooks onto the frame, and
one leg loop which cradles the upper leg and
pelvis to lift the lmpaired side. Shown herein
Figure 19.

The design has been modelled alter rigging
used for climbing. Like the belt, the leg loop is
made with a cotton lined, lntermittently padded_ inside, and a woven polyester outside shell.

F

'

_ The vertical strap is made only from the
* polyester because it is not pressed against the

~ \_ user for extended time periods.

Different population sizes require that the leg
loop be adjustable. lt can also be the adjust-
ment used for determining how much lift the
crutch provides. The vertical strap is main-
tained at a relatively short length while the leg_ _ loopcan be extended to the propersuspensionF'9“'° 19- ^dl“S*ab‘° Ha"‘°$S neagm. Asampledouble backbucklewillprovide
the stability and adjustability required. Those
weanng the crutch over extended time periods
can have the correct loop size sewn togetherto
eliminate the buckle.
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The strap forthe harness provides avery small The two strap holes on the ends are threaded Ä , .
gsurfacearea to carry the entire weight of the with the legloop which lifts from the underside
Abody.This area is increased with an elliptical of theseat.g_'_ääshapedthermoplastic support seat. A 1/8inchpiece

of NCM spectrum thermoplastic A rectangular seat was originally used
be-measuring7 inches long and 4 inches wide can cause it was easy to cut the shape out from a ‘
multiplythe areasize underpressure by several thermoplastic sheet. The lifting action of the ytimes, harness applies a focused pressure at the ls

corners of the rectangular seat.
WithoutThethermoplasticsheetcan be heated and cut comers, the ellipse does not cut into thesoftintoit’s shape with holes forthe harness. Then tissues as the seat Iifts thebody.oiiiiit

can be molded to the crease wherethebuttockmeets the leg. Figures 20a and 20b If longterm use is required, an additional hole Ä?
Äshowthe elliptical seat as designed and in the can be cut into the ellipse where theischial.Ä,Äactual

testing apparatus. Just like the other tuberosity protrudes. This small area has
onlythermoplasticpieces,one general shape should athinlayerofprotectivetissue and is acommon i Ä
fit awide range of population sizes. This avoids spot for pressure sores.
Ä;.therequirement of customized shaping for

Jil . · 1

Figure 20b. Testing Apparatus Seat

End view Side View J

Figure 20a. Elliptical Plastic Seat



Suspending the impaired leg in the exoskeleton
will add length to the disabled side. lt‘s
necessary for each leg to be equal in length in
order to maintain a level sacrum. One option .
would be to raise the opposite leg an equal Illl
height. An insert could be placed in the users
shoe.
liA

second option is to lower the impaired
legheightby flexing at the knee. Bending the knee
and hip can compensate for the additional
length while helplng to provide the correct
hamess position. The lift provided by the
hamess encourages a slight angle between
the body and the upper leg. This semi-sitting
position keeps pressure off the sensitive
tendons around the groin and places the force
on the buttock area which is much bettersuited , 1 Ih
to carrythe weight ofthe body. Since the angle ll
of the thigh is forward relative to the vertical l

‘

plane, the knee must remain at a slightly flexed
position to maintain balance. Controlling the
hip and knee angles can provide the proper
crutch length for the individual user. Figure 21
shows the natural crutch as it would be worn in
the slightly flexed position.

Front View Side View

Figure 21. Slightly Flexed Position
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Axle
Upgcr Frame \ \u99¤rt ‘ 9 I .

ä ß l~/
ßg Padded Knee‘ Posltioner

SecuringKmb g, T Lower Frame·$ Support
.7 QÄ9/

Figure 22. Joint Components

***9 °*U*9** 99****9**%***9** *999**99 9**9**9 *9*99 interlocking grooves around the holes on each The size of the grooves required to securely9**9 ***919*9*9 *******9** 99** 999**Y 99199*99 *9 oftheframe pieces maintainthe required angle hold the knee at the correct angle does not9***9*9***_9**Q*99- *:*99*9 22 *9 9** 9**9*9999 V*9W once the joint is Iocked into place. The Iocking provide a precise unit of adjustment. Since the9****9 19**** 99***}*9**9***9- ^9*_*'9¤*9* 9**9*9999* groove on the knob allows the user to easily overall length of the impaired side must be
*9 *-*999 *9 999***9** 9**9 999***9** ***9 *9*99 9**9 unlock the hip joint in order to sit down. Both exact fora balanced sacrum,the height can be***9 **9)***9***9 99**9999**9***Q**9***9l9****9· ***9 tige knee and hip joints can make use of this turtheradjusted by usingthecorrectsize rubbera justable arrangement. sole,
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Two additional options have been conceived
for control of the knee joint. Seen here in
Figures 23 and 24. The first involves attaching
one end of a Ieverto one ofthe frame supports.The other end of the Iever is placed in a track _ _
where it's position can be controlled. There
areadjustablelimits on each end of the
tappedtrackwhich can be positioned with and allen ii oowrench. The supports rotate on two separate
Qiaxesbut they must rotate together. Thiswayonly

one leveris required to controlthe angle of i _ _ Fboth supports. //66 O0Thesecond option is much simplerand requires l — e o
no extraneous moving parts. This concept O O rio

“
oencloses the joint on either side by adding _ °

‘?‘Q;§#;platesparallel to the metal bars. Stops can ¢‘ ‘
Jthen be screwed to the plates at the correct

positions to control bending. Figure 24 shows
two stops, one for flexion, one for extension. F
These ideas are based on two points of rotation
forthejoint. Attempting to build a stabile frame Side Vrow Front Vrowwith this configuration was extremely difficult.
AS 8 V8$u'T» th8 d8Sl9"‘ W8$ $imP“fl8d *8 im Figure 23. Lever Controlled Knee Joint Figure 24. Stop Controlled Knee Jointsingle point of rotation joint discussed on the
previous page.
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lf the crutch cannot be adjusted to the exact The X link corresponds to the length between
height required fora user(dueto lackof needed the projected centers of rotation of the hip and
parts, wearing, etc.), it should be adjustedtoo knee joints. The Y link corresponds to the
short as opposedtotootall. While wearing the projected centers of rotation of the knee and
testing frame at different heights two things ankle joints. The ranges on the table corre-
were discovered. lf the frame was too low spond to measurements from the 5th percen-
compared to the unassisted leg it was awkward file female to the 95th percentile male in centi-
to use, but notuncomfortable. Whenthe frame meters. All calculations used to determine this Xwas too high, there was an immediate and relationship are demonstratedinthe appendix.
sharp strain placed on the opposite hip joint. GThe bodycompensates much easierto asetting
which is relatively lower than the other leg. X
Setting the correct height involves combining
the angle of knee flexion with the appropriate
height rubber sole. This is a complicated Table 2. Angle of Knee Flexion; Given Additional Height
relationship which involves the leg segment 4
measurements of the individual being fitted. A '"Pm ^°°E° S°LE HHGHT 'N°“-i?- °"‘spreadsheet has been set upto assist a fitter in
determining the correct adjustments to make. THET^ 'S 'N DEGREES X UNK (Cm)
Table 2 is an example of the spreadsheet
output THET 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 4654 MIEIEIEEEIBIHEMThe fitter can inputthe estimated height forthe
asrubbersole according to what is available and36theusers foot size. The table then outpufs the
37anglefor knee flexion setting for different
population sizes. If the crutch cannot be 38v u~¤< <¤m> 54 EEHEHIEEEEIEadjusted to the required angle, a new height
can be put into the spreadsheet for another

‘°42am444445
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OVERALL CRUTCH
Alter lncorporating ideas from the simulator Much of the similarity between the internal Parts °°"aaP°"dm9 ta ma lamul ana ima na
testing into the design of the individual parts, skeleton in 25a and the frame in 25b has '°"9aV mawh ma natural GUNS-_ SSCUQHS
the overall picture of the crutch changed in disappeared. The hip piece is cantilevered to th'”°}‘9h"‘a mlddla ¤tt¤§S¤ v¤rt¤<=¤¤ Umta Wala
several ways. The progression of the avoid loading the soft tissues on the inside of Stmghtgnad ta anal" adlUatab"'tY·
exoskeleton is shown again in Figure 25 with the thigh. lt is more similar to a solid belt than
the new changes in place. an external representation of the pelvis. Th° SUPP°" Undalthafaat haa been ahananad

and moved forward to the center of the foot.
This reduces the bulk and properly aligns the
foundation of the frame.

T The knee joint has been changed into an
overlapping single point of rotation. The actual
knee is very complicated and already one of
the most unstable parts of the body. For this
reason, the frame joint is simplified to what can
be mechanically stabilized.

In Figure 25d the plastic pieces are all inl place on the attachment boxes. Because they
Tcannotbe connected all along the metal frame,

these plastic pieces have been shortened for
attachment to the shorter securing assembly, length. The result is an exoskeleton which

·
‘ ,2 Tappearspieced together. The original concept
°isto appear as a unit with the leg; an extension

of the leg’s surface.

The concept is further disrupted when straps
from the harness are added to the exoskeleton

l image. The harness can possibly be
incorporated into a garment wom under the

,exoskeletonshell. Ifthe straps were sewn into
· L apairofshorts,the crutch would displayamore

continuous appearance.
a. b. c. d.

Figure 25. Revised Exoskelton Progression
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TESTING FRAME
A frame was built to test the concept of the
natural crutch. One and a quarter inch steel .
ibarswere cut and shapedto thegeneral design A
ofthe exoskeleton. Front and side views of the
Ti;simulatorare pictured here in Figure 26. ä ;;
There are several differences between the r N
.framused for testing and the actual design:ii·

The U·ahaPaa beee ie threaded ihiallgh the ~sole of a tennis shoe. lt was built with the
Neerieiheliritehtieh ei ¤¤ttlh¤ theexeekeleteninside

the shoe but that was a difficult option to N
Emakework. Threading the sole also eliminates Q.eeeeaeerr_ errQtheneed te build e ehee elerhb er add e nibbereiuiiesoleunderneath. The frame is threaded under
Nftheheel of the shoe not in the center. Walking ÄÄENQQ
rir—this support configuration produces a

N N N
reetendencyto shift the foot back relative to the
.SllPP<>li—N-

Anterior thermoplastic pieces have been
°Nreplacedwith curved metal bars boltedintoPlaaa-N N

Posterior plastic units are replacedwithTlstraps to hold the leg in place. N N N1
_ _ _ _

- .Both the knee and hie iolnts use a 5/16 inch Figure 26_ -i-eeiine Frameduameter bolt for an axis and are Iocked into
eeeihee ‘^’hh e eeeehe eeh· This was determined by the harness size resulting in the need fora higher frame from_ _ _ _ available. which to hang the hamess. The harness seat' A sehe hlP e'eee wee het everleblei eeverel is cut from a thermoplastic sheet and formedeeh’ee Steel ee'”e_‘^’e'e eheeeetethe eethee ef - A climbing harness has been disassembled according to design. These are pictured inthe e'eee· The_he-ehteithe e'eee_'eIehVetethe and sewn back together according to the Figure 27 on the following page. Asimple belteeeY 'e elee h'eheV theh the eee'eh· harness design. The only limiting factor is the attached to the harness is used to wrap around

vertical strap which is longer than the design; the hip piece and keep it in place.
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- The frame sizes are not adjustable - it isÄcustombuilt for one person to test. The only ÄTTT - .
exceptions are the adjustable leg loop for
thehamessand height for the hip piece.ÄThe

outside thigh length for the testingframeused
a much stronger steel bar than the other Ä r

pieces. |trequireda1 1/2inch by1/4inch cross
Tsectionhot rolled steel to avoid bending.Tgisi‘ Q e
-~Thereis also a bending problem through the T Ti Q Qhip unit as weight is applied. This may be duehtiig.to

theinsufficient simulation ofthe actualdesign.’T.TsT5
To oompehsate ter the bending- aJ....... verlieal euppert ie altaehed irem the duadrieepTT T T region to the cantilevered section where the Ä;
hamees ¤¤¤ll@¢’lS (FFQUVG 28)-
rnie addition eiabiiized ine frame and allowed F'9t"e 28- Vettteet Ftehte Stteleeh

. ambulatioh witheut preeeure applied to the leo - - - . - -6. T lnthe crutch. The vertical addition may also be extte htgh hte e°eee' 'eet"°t'h9 htete °t.theim T needed with the correct hip support in place. t/hltihhkotheetsähientetireet hetgihtmet the eaetgiä
This idea deviates from the original concept, . tt

h
8 e P e e Ze Use . euhe mit could be integrated inio the natural crutch be 'h ireuble e ehte they te" ‘^’h"e ‘^’eehh9 the

eeegh ‘”'th eethe
The testing frame was worn for various time etettswete etse thehehttetee etttte weh wttheutei inteniaie on numerous occasions over a period eeetetehee t”°'h the 'e't'h9· ‘^’h"e eeeeehthhg

j of two months. Without a disability, it was etette .the etttteh tee . htttst eteeeee the._ dihieuiiio avoid heiuieiiy Stepping wiihiheieg unaseisted leg. During ascension, thelnthe exoskeleton. lt required sometraining to ttheeetetee lee htttst pteeeee .the ehtteh tee'
Ä.; - relax the leg and allow the frame to support the ethee eeeh Step hthet ee tekeh th these °teete'T

4 QT..t, weight. Once this was achieved is was quite the pteeeee te etewee eewh eemeetee reF T T easy to walk around indoors and outdoors and tthesetstee etett ehhtethg‘
i i T T e Ä meeaevat wette Waerme tea atetae The testing frame inroduced several problemT TT Sitting was almost impossible with the locked ereee whteh teth te rrieet the ees'gh_°hteethtes'Figure g7_ Teeririg i-ierrreee hip ieihh -i-hie mey periieiiy be e ieeuii ei ihe e These are summarizedinthefollowing section.
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UNRESOLVED ISSUES s
Many of the difficulties encountered with the lowering the height of the frame hip piece. lllnas te aVPld laassslnPlln9 the alalnPln9
crutch design have yet to be resolved. A ldeally, a structure which pushes up the seat aPPaValuS- The knee ls then centered in the
summary of those aspects not meeting the could be used in place of the suspension hip llanla and the aall Plaaa letehed lnla Plaaa·
objectives of the project are listed here. section. The idea is similar to a seat which

vvetke with the user at every etep_ As the hip rests into the cunred section the
hamstring piece can be latched, securing the

The knee and smtas teams eeeae eeneaat ey an lee ih eleee- The belt le heeked thte the hie
errehgerheht whjgh ettevve the jethte te extehe piece at the frontwhile it is still rotated fonrvard.

Lockingthejointsin placeeliminatesthe natural through stride and then lock at the correct P
motions of the ankle, knee, and hip while flexion limit on impact. This would eliminate Te ln°Vs the nlP nlanlballn Plaaa and laakllla
walking. Of these, it is the locking of the hip some rigidity inthe crutch and provide exercise lalnl· the Usal lnUsl laan PVal,an the sUPPal'lln9
joint which most radically affects the rigid gait. to the joints. Both additional options for the lad and PUsl’l the etuteh dewh the ll'nPallad la9
Figure 29 demonstrates howthetrunkto upper knee joint include a range of motion with each (lnlsallnllnalaslanslanllamthe nalnass)- Onaa
leg angle moves through a wide range in an stride. The hip joint, however, must remain the nlP Plaaa ls etthe aallaal ehele the kheb an
unassisted walking pattern. With the natural fixed to stablllze the hamess. Designing in the lalnl aan be lUlnadla laak ll ih Plaaa· Tnls
crutch, the leg must still move through it’s motion of this joint must consider the resulting lnUsl be l’aPaalad eeeh lllna the USafWlSl‘leSf0
motion while propellingthe bodyforvvard. Since motion of the trunk of the body. sll dewh and sland beek UP-
the joint does not move, the trunk of the body _ _
must follow the angle of the leg; forcing a NOTE: Any person using the natural crutch -l-nls ssdUanaalslPa san'lPll¢a*ad and l'allas an
rocking motion of the trunk through stride. should be on a stringent physical therapy the adnldlnallnn Pl the Usal- ^nPlnalaPllanln

pyggram te eerhpeheete fgr the teek gf the sequence above is to secure the entire
ettmutetteh te the jmpajrgd ttrhh_ frame before Iooping the hamess into position.

This requires a means to hold the hamess up
while putting on the exoskeleton; it tends to fall

I} {I
{ J

Irehejer down the leg.
l
'\ tt Transfer into and out of the crutch requires\ “ many steps and some training. The harness

must first be pulled onto the leg and held in _ _‘
place by Iooping it onto the frame; at this point Taslln9 laUn_d thet aVan Wlln the addad°‘ the hip joint is not secured so there is no ll'*allnaPlaslla saal lnala ls Tad l'nUsl'l
tgnsjon gn thg hat•ngSS_ Tha piece js concentrated PYGSSUTG on the t9ndOnS below

Figure 29. Trunk-Upper Leg Angle rotated forward as the user must lean over to the lsalllUln· OPllPns ih the future lnaY lnalUda
eeeure the |gwgt* exeeketetert an elastic suspension unit, a largercradle-type

Motion through the lower trunk is greatly eeet„ and Vallallans an Paddln9 and sUPPPn-
decreased as the size of the steps taken is The foot can then be put into the shoe and Dlllalanl an9las Palllllaan the PalVls and lnl9n
decreased. It can also be improved by secured. The shoe remains in the crutch at all ;naY alsd be laslad ld allalllala Cdncanllalad

orces.
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lnstatzilitv _ lßlelgtrt***8 888** ****8*9*** *8 ***8 **8*8888 888**88 8 The heaviness of the crutch aggravates the
d¤W**W8*8 *8*88 8** ***8 **88*8 8* ***8 discontinuous gait and necessitates more
88***8*8V8*88 888**88- ***8 8*8*8***89 *8*88 energy output fromthe user. The large load the
**8**8*8 **8 ***8 8*<88*<8*8*88 8 8*8*8888 Y **8*** frame is requiredto carry makes it necessaryto
***8 **8*8888 888888**88- *:*9***8 30 useahigh strength material. Materials meeting
88***8**8**8*88 **8W 8 8*8*888* *8 9888*8*88- the strength requirements tend to have high****8 8*8***8*88 8*888888Y *8****8 **88*8 *8 8888 mass to volume ratlos. After someconsultation
*8****8*8-

********8 888****89 8*888***8 *8
***8

*888* and research,the best steel found forthe frame
****9** *8 ***8 *8*8*8* 8**88**88- A8 ***8 **88* 8*888 is a magnesium alloy stainless which has been
with the crutch the body’s centerofgravity falls pracigiiaiigh hai-gahag_ Though aiumihum
8****8** **88* ***8 8****8** 888 88****8****8*8- alloys are much lighter, they do not exhibit the

strength properties needed [19].A simple vertical support from the quadricep
*89*88

8****8
**8*88 **8*8***8 **8*8888888888**88 Investigation into different support orientations

balancestheforcesinthe exoskeleton. Though and avaiiahia maiaiiais wiii davaigp a mughthis dsvistss tsrssiv **88****8 8**9*88* whcspt. rrgmar crutch. ena particular area of promise
with some effortthe supportcould beintegrated js [hg iiaid gi high Strength piasiiga
into the natural crutch.

Each of the connections looks as though it was
forced together. A good design should look like
the pieces belong together in one continuous
unit. Each member and connection could be a
project in itself to find an optimal design. This
proposal is a good starting position to now
simplify and define a clear function for each of

g the sections of the crutch.

Figure 30. Moment Generated in Frame
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CGNCLUSION

The concept of the natural crutch ls to assista many of the disabled. The optimum design components. This information can then be
lower leg impairment by following the natural situation includes perspectives from as many used to assemble a working prototype ol the
biomechanical support structure of the body. sides as possible. Input from the worlds of natural crutch design.
This idea was developed from the design engineering, industrial design, marketing,
perspective: lf an object is designed with a manufacturing, even the users perspective Aprototype developed according tothe design
complete understanding of it’s function, it will can help develop the best product possible. specifications can be used to scientifically test
be formally exceptional. These concepts can compliance with the original objectives. lt is
be used to develop a product which will have a A testing frame built to simulate the concept of possible to measure where the load travelspositive impact on the users self-perception the natural crutch found several areas where (through the crutch orthe leg) in force analysis
and avoid unnatural loading ofthe upper body. the objectives were not met: The stride of the trials. lt wil also be possible to measure

crutch is a rigid motion requiring the body to improvements in galt by videotape analysis.
The new crutch design will be able to help rotatetheimpaired leg forward. The seat ofthe
those who are unable to apply pressure to one harness applies too much concentrated pres- Reflnements of the design following prototype
oftheirlegs. This mayinclude users with short suretothetendonsabovethe hamstring. There testing can be integrated and retested until a
term disabilities such as broken bones, severe ls also atendency forthe crutch to bend toward safe and useful prototype is assembled.
strains, or surgical recuperation. lt may also the user causing some instability (this may Manufacturing procedures can then be
assist those with chronic conditions such as have been due to an insufficient simulation of developed for mass production. Based on
permanent injuries, minor deformities, or the hip piece). Transfer in and out ofthe crutch current prices forassistive devices, a projected
aggravatedjoints. Duetothe lack ofstimulation istricky and requires sometraining. Finally,the cost forthe crutch is $500 - $800 retail [11]. ln
to the impaired limb while wearing the natural frame needed to carry the users body weight orderto include atemporary market,distrlbution
crutch, all users should enroll in a physical is quite heavy and difficult to carry around. strategies should incorporate options for a
therapy program to counteract these alfects. leasing program. This is one reason for the
Though this should be a priority to help deal The proposal submitted inthis papershould be adjustability design requirement (each user
with the impairment, many disabled people do considered astarting point from which adesign would require a professional fitter to make the
not make use of available rehabilitation re- can be reünedtowhere itcan be mass produced correct size adjustments).
sources. for the temporarily and permanently disabled

communities. From this point, projects can be Continuation ofthe natural crutch projectshould
Conventionalcrutch designswhich have proved setupto investigate resolutionsforthe problems eventually provide an assistance productwhich
useful for a long time pose many problems to described above. This includes the possibility will help many people in the future.
the users interaction with their environment. A of incorporating a vertical support at the thigh 4
multifaceted design elfortcouldalleviate several region. Oncetheproblem areasare redesigned,
ofthese problem areas and improve the lives of dimensions can be specified for the individual
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APPENDIX - CALCULATIONS

1. Adjusted Crutch Height

2. Joint Failure

Direct Shear

. Moment Load Shear

Bending of Axle

Compression of Members (Bearing Load)

3. Lower Leg Support Failure

Direct Load Buckling

4. Upper Leg Support Failure

Direct Load Buckling

5. Cantilever of Hip Piece Failure

Bending
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1, Qjugjeg Qugg eg}

PURPOSE: To determine the angle of knee A spreadsheet has been set up to help
flexion required to maintain the correct crutch calculate the different angles for a wide
height given a particular added length (height range of sizes. Table 3 below is an example
of the rubber sole). If the knee joint is unable X of the output. A filter Inputs the height of the
to secure at the required angle, a new sole sole to be used and the table calculates the
should be used and a different angle angle required at knee flexlon. It is a
calculated. different sample than presented in the main

X LN : Ä text. The ranges of sizes indicate the 5th
Y? percentile female through the 95th

GIVEN: Length of thigh X percentile male in centimeters for both legLength of shank Y G Y measures.Helght of rubber sole H Y
Note: X and Y should be measured as the

length between projected centers ot
rotation for the ankle, knee, and hip Table 3. Angle of Knee Flexion; Given Additional Height.
joints.

INPUT ADDED SOLE HEIGHT IN om 3.5 cm

PROCEDUFIE: THETA is IN oeonsss X LINK (cm)

1. Find Leg Length L= X +Y 11-IET 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 4644 EEIIHEE 444 444 444 E2. Find N66666 l.6ng1n LN 6 I. - I-I 35146.
. 36 EEEEEEEEE 4443‘ Fmd X =(X) (LNV L 444 37 444 447

Y._nniLNi/i_ 38 @@|l¤|l§@ 146 146 E 147 147_
Y LINK (cm) 39 146 Q 147 147 147

4_ Find 40 146 147 147 147 1474 41 146 147 147 147 147 147
THETA1 = INV SIN ((X') (SIN 90)/X) 42 146 E 147 147 147 147 147 148

and 43 147 147 147 147 147 148
THETA2= INV SIN ((Y') (SIN 90)/Y) 44 447 447 447 447147.

45 ß 147 147 147 147 1471485‘4444 THE1-A=THETA1 +1-HETA2 46 147 147 147 147 147 E 148 148 E 148
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The following calculations determine the g, ,lgt Filr - Dir Sea \T/stresses through different frame components Äand adlna dpndna fd" d°'nP°nan* dlln9n$l¤n$- PURPOSE: To determine the direct
shearFailuredueto these stresses will bedetermined load plaeed on the
joint.bythedesignerschoiceofmateriaIs,componentdimensions,

and factors of safety considered. GIVEN; F = Maximum Load - ft--
Stress concentration factors, combined A = Cross Sectional Area of
Axlestresses,and fatigue effects have not been r: Axle
Radiusenteredinto analysis. These calculations can gg?be performed once the design of components ASSUME: All of the shear load is taken by Tis refined and dimensions have been the axle. Some is also supported by the
determined. A high factor of safety and interlocking grooves around the joint, but Aspreadsheet has been set up to determine
prototype testing can also compensateforlack force distribution is too complicated to the direct shear stress on the axle for
of elaborate force analysis. determine. The entire load is passed different diameters, Table 4 ehbwe the

through one joint. range of stresses for different axle diameters
and different maximum loads. The force

PROCEDURE: range represents the 5th percentile female
body weight to the 95th percentile male body

Shear Stress = F/A weight.

A = (Pl) (r)^2

Table 4. Shear Stress in the Joint Axle

Diameter (cm)

Stres 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
461 147 36.7 16.3 5.87 4.08 1.47
561 179 44.7 19.9 11.2 7.15 2.79 2.21 1.79F <~> 661 611 611761 EHEHE 161 EE 6-76 @ 6-76 @EE
861 274 68.6 ß 17.1 7.62 3.39 2.74661 EE 76-6 Eläläää 4-76 6-76 @

Stress is in MPa ·
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X PROCEDURE:
\

PURPOSE: The determine the shear load \X shear = ML / Aplaced on the interlocking grooves around Xthe knee joint.This shear is produced by the ¤\ A = (Pi) (OD / 2)^2 - (Pi) (ID / 2)^2off center load attempting to bend thekneejoint
M'- = (F) (d) (V) / (V)^2 = (F) (d) / (V)

_ · d = (X) (cos(Theta 1))GIVEN: F = MaximumLoadX
= Length of Upper Leg Section Set conservative estimates for maximum

Theta 1 = Angle Between the ' load and groove dimensions:
Horizontal and the Upper Leg
Section

7
Let F = 960 N, ID = 1.5 cm, OD = 3.0 cm:

d = Distance Between the Applied
Load and the Center of the A = 5.3 cm squared; r = 2.25 cm
Joint Along the Horizontal Axis X

ML = Moment Load ML = (960 N) (d) / (2.25 cm/100)
A = Projected Surface Area of the

Grooves )____§{_ A spreadsheet has been set up to help
ID = Inner Diameter of the Groove d determine the moment load shear for

Area different values of X and Theta 1. Table 5
OD = Outer Diameter of the Groove below shows the output in megapascals.

Area QD
r= Distance Frorg the Cesxar of the [ Tab|8 5_ Moment Load Shoa,

Joint to the oint Ha ay /Between tne ID and OD 3 4 X LINK (Cm)
ior7 Stress 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45

ASSUME: The active load passe? ihrough a 65 13.97 14.31 14.65 @
single joint. Uniform distribution o orces
over the projected contact area. The 68 1137 **781238momentteett is taken eentptetety by the THETA I VI @-715 9978 @@ 1¤—77 @@@
grooves; though any preload on the joint will De 7-oos 74 8474 4896 4assist with friction. ( Q 786

77 6.72 @ 7.083 7.265 7.447 7.628 7.81 7.992
7 80 @ 5.333 5.474ä 5.754 6.176

Stress in MPa
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2, Jg; Q Axl
. . Note: Failure due toPURPOSE.· To determine the bending bending ei the members \l/stresses which would cause the axle to ebeui the ieim iediiiieuiidCf°rmto accuratelydetermineQ

This is because of the ß.
‘°7' intricate distribution of the 6* /GIVEN: F =g1ax'mUm :·°jC _ d load throughout the region. /

' ° ”lt is seldom used indesign;C
= Vmax instead it's eitect iscompensatedAssuiyle.Th€ QHÜFG load pat-.666 mmugn 6 im '"°'°aS"

'“ "‘° 'a°‘°'
°*

single joint. The load is distributed evenly. '

PROCEDURE:
Bending Stress = (M) (c) / (i)

M = (F) it) / 2 Table 6. Bending Stress in the Joint Axle

l = (Pi) (d)^4 /64 Diameter (cm)

C = C/2 Stres 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
66661166 an terms ¤161am616r; 461 587 147 ä 36.7ää9.17 7.24 5.87

561 714 178 79.3 19.8 14.6 11.2 8.81 7.14
Bending Stress = (5.09) (F) /d^2F (N) 661 210 17.2 13.1 10.4 8.41
Aspreadsheet has been set up to determine 761 968 108 38.7 @ 19.8 15.1 12 9.68
the bending stress as a result of dilterent
axle diameters and maximum loads. Table 6 861 1096 274 122 E 43'8 17'1 13'5 11
shows the output in megapascals (MPa) for 961 76-4 48-9 19-1 15-1 12-2 _
a range of body weights (5th % Female ·
95th % Male). Stress is in MPa
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JQt Q \i/
PUBPOSE: The determine thebearingstresses

which would result in deformationofa
member due to a bearingload.GIVEN:

F = MaximumLoadt=
Thickness of Memberi_d

= Diameter ofAxleA
= Projected Contact Area

Between the Axle and Member
ASSUME: The active load passes through a
single joint. Uniform distribution of forces
over the projected contact area.

Table 7. Bearing Stress in the Joint MemberPBOCEDUBE:

Bearing Stress = F/A Diameter (Cm)

A=(1)(d) Stres 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
.1 480 240 160 120 68.6 53.3 48Set the maximum load = 960 N:

O0.3 160 E 53.3 40 32 26.7 22.9 20 17.8 16Bearing SireeS=9B¤ N/llt) (dl] 0.6 48 32 24 19.2 16 13.7 12
10.7Aebreedebeerbeebeen eeiubre determine Thickness 0.7 68.6 34.3 22.9 17.1 13.7 11.4 8.57 7.62 6.86
the bearing stress asaresultofdifferentaxle (cm) 0.9 53.3 26.7 17.8 13.3 10.7 8.89 7.62 6.67 5.93 5.33d'a'"°“"S am '”"‘€'“b°'""°k"‘*SS°?· Tab'°7 0.11 436 218 145 109 87.3 72.7 54.5 48.5 43.6shows the output in MPa for a maximum
joad oigög N_ 0.13 185 123 92.3 73.8 61.5 52.7 46.2 41 36.9

Q 0.15 320 160 107 64 53.3 45.7 40 35.6 32

Stress is in MPa
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3 Lwr eg Sggggg Filr - Bklin
PURPOSE: -i-e determine tne 4/ Choose a material and enter it's Modulus of
necessary member dimensiens Elasticity in the program. Table 8 shows the
to Support e renee of maximum output of moment of lnertia ranges for the
Ioads Which reseit in bucklingr ranges of column Iengths and cntncal Ioads
These dimensions reflect the 9'Ven
smallest cross section of the _Snnnnn _ ii_S Wnaknsi nninir Table 8. Lower Leg Support Moment of lnertia

Input Modulus of Elasticity 127 GPa
GIVEN: Pcr= Critical Load /1)

. E = Material Modulus of Elasticity Length (cm)I = Moment of lnertia for a
Rectanglar section i 10 1 5 20 25L = Length of Column 30 35 4 0

W = Widtn et eress seetien 461 9.2E-05 0.00021 0.00037 0.00058 0.00083 0.00113 0.001471=TnI¤kneSS of oVoSS Sewon _ 561 0.00011 0.00025 0.00045 0.0007 0.00101 0.00137 0.00179
Pcr (N) 661 0.00013 0.0003 0.00053 0.00082 0.00119 0.00162 0.00211

ASSUME: Lower leg support acts as a Euler 761 0.00015 0.00034 0.00061 0.00095 0.00137 0.00186 0.00243column with two fixed ends that buckles atiris Criricai inad (Por). inn entire inan nasses 861 0.00017 0.00039 0.00069 0.00107 0.00155 0.00211 0.00275
through a Single support Rsotahgulgr gross 961 0.00019 Ü.ÜÜÜ43 O.ÜÜO77 Ü.ÜO12 0.00173 Ü.ÜÜ235 O.ÜO307section.

I is in cm^4
From Table 8 determine which moment ofPRÜCEDUREZ lnertia applies and enter it into the program. -i-ebie 3_ soppon Member Dirnonsions_ Table 9 then generates the appropriatePol = (4) (PI)^2 (E) (1) / 1-^2 widths for a range of memberthicknesses Input Moment er inertie 0.00113 em A4based on **‘**Solve tor I: .

_ l= (w) (t)^3/ 12 t ‘^’
I = (Por) (L)^2 / [(E) (4) (Pi)^2] 0.2 1-695

for a rectangular cross section. .An interactive program has been set up on a O-4 0212 Au umts
spread sheet to assist with these n_6 0_063 in cmcalculations and supply dimension options. O 8 O 026Output from the program is mixed into the ‘ '
procedure. 1 0.014
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, Uppe eg Suppggt Filr - Bklin
PURPOSE: -1-0 derermme me \(/ Choose a material and enter it's Modulus of
necessary member dimensions Elasticity in the program. Table 10 shows
to Support e range er maximum the output of moment of inertia ranges for
Ioads Which reeurr m bUCk|1ng_ the ranges of column Iengths and critical
These dimensions reflect the 19308 91%*9-
smallest cross section of the .
Support _ WS Weakest point. Table 10. Upper Leg Support Moment of Inertia

Input Modulus of Elasticity 127 GPa
GIVEN: Pcr= Critical Load /1\ 7

E = Material Modulus of Elasticity Length (cm)
I = Moment of Inertia for a

Hectanglaf section 1 10 15 20 25 30 35 4 0
L = Length of Column
W = Width 0r ereee eeerrerr 461 0.00147 0.00331 0.00589 0.0092 0.01325 0.01804 0.02356
1= 1h1¢k0@$$ ¤1¢V¤$S $@1190 561 0.00179 0.00403 0.00717 0.0112 0.01613 0.02195 0.02867

Pcr (N) 661 0.00211 0.00475 0.00845 0.0132 0.019 0.02587 0.03378
ASSUME: Upper leg support acts as a Euler 761 0.00243 0.00547 0.00972 0.01519 0.02188 0.02978 0.0389
aannnn ‘^’nn dna,n"ad. end and ¤¤@*1@@ and 861 0.00275 0.00619 0.011 0.01719 0.02475 0.03369 0.04401
that buckles at lt s critical load (Pcr). The
entire load passes through a single support. 961 0.00307 0.00691 0.01228 0.01919 0.02763 0.03761 0.04912
Rectangular cross section. I is in cm^4

From Table 11 determine which moment of _
PROCEDUREZ Inertia applies and enter it into the program. Table 11. Support Member Dimensions

_ Table 9 then generates the appropriate
PC" = (P')^2 (E) (1) / [(4) (1—)^2] widths for a range of member thicknesses Input Moment of Inertia 0.01519 Cm ^4

based onSolve for I: t W. l= (w) (t)^3/ 12
l = (4) (Pcr) (L)^2 / [(E) (Pi)^2] 0.2 22.79

for a rectangular cross section. 0 4 2 848 A11 units
An interactive program has been setup en a ' ' _
spread sheet to assist with these 0.6 0-844 I0 ¤m
calculations and supply drmensionoptions. 0_8 0-356
Output from the program us mrxed into the
procedure. 1 0-182



5, Qgtgg g Hp ggg Filr - Bnin AL
PURPOSE: To determine the bending ·
stresses which would cause the hip piece to
deform at failure.

GIVEN: F = MaximumLoadt
= Thickness of Cross Section Let F = 960 N, and x = 25 cm (consewative

w = Width of Cross Section estmate of the maximum distance):
I = Moment of Inertia for a

Rectangle Bending Stress =
C = ym&X
x = Distance from Deformation to (12) (960 N) (25/ 100)/ [(w) (t)^2)]

the Applied Downward Load
Bending Stress = 2880/ [(w) (t)^2)] in Pa

ASSUME: The piece acts as a simple
rectangular cross section cantilever. The
piece will fail about the shortest axis (just as 1 Table 12. Bending Stress in the Hip Piece
the testing frame deformed).

PROCEDURE: Th1¤k¤@SS (Cm)
Bs11111110 Strsss = (Mi ts) / (li sms 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
M 2 (F1 (X1 1 11-111 11112 11111 HIIIIIIIIIIA 2 mllmllllllllllllll'="”"” "*"2 W111111 11 11-112 11111 llllllllllllll22112 <1=111> 11 11-112 llllllllllllllßs 11111 llllllllllllllllRedefine in terms of thickness t:
6BendingStress = (12) (F) (x) / [(w) (t)^2)] . .Stress is nn MPa
A spreadsheet has been set up to determine _ _ _ _ _ _ _
the bending stress as a rgsujt of different Since this result is negligible, it rs assumed that the failure in the testing
Cross SQCt;onS_ For a Conservative Gstjmauä frame is the result of poor simulation of the design.
the maximum load and distance x will be
used to calculate the stress.
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ABSTRACT

The proposed “naturaI crutch” provides
ambulation assistance without the problems
associated with arm-supported crutches. The
new crutch has an exoskeleton structure which
surrounds the disabled leg and carnes the
users body weight while walking and standing.
The load is transferred from the exoskeleton to
the trunk of the body through a harness which
lifts the pelvis on the impaired side. The
intention is to simulate the internal skeIeton’s
natural load distribution while compensating
for the impairment.

The crutch design is presented as a unique
concept with an outlined proposal for a
marketable prototype. Results of a full scale
simulator test are used to determine areas
requiring further development. All aspects of
design attemptto include both engineering and
industrial design perspectives.
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